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Essay On My Favourite Actor
Dharmendra and Jaya Bachchan will be seen sharing the screen in Rocky Aur Rani Ki Prem Kahani after many years. The actor's daughter Esha Deol has reacted to the announcement.
Esha Deol is 'looking forward' to see Dharmendra and her 'favourite' Jaya Bachchan reunite in new film
Matt Damon has proked global outrage by admitted that he used a gay slur until his daughter explained that it was unacceptable.
Fans outraged as Matt Damon admits use of gay slur he only stopped using ‘months ago’
Dr Hannah Fry (UCL Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis) discusses the limitations of AI, and how to teach Boris Johnson about exponential growth, in a wide-ranging interview for the Financial Times.
Interview: Dr Hannah Fry - ‘I’m sure there’s lots of tutting — but not to my face’
Over her career, Scottish-born actress ...
interview | karen gillan
With Johnson releasing another blockbuster, Disney's Jungle Cruise, and John Cena and Dave Bautista both flying high, wrestlers have taken on the movies, and won, writes Sam Moore.
Dwayne Johnson and why wrestlers make ideal Hollywood stars
While scrolling through the popular social media app Instagram, one can come across a diverse range of content.
How Popular Instagram Pages Keep the Magic of Indian Cinema Alive
From the iconic Kristen Stewart to the beloved romanticism of Emily Dickinson, find out what some of MAY-A's queer favourites are.
My Queer Faves with MAY-A
They’re new, they’re cute and they’re famous already! Here’s a round-up of all the celebrities who have welcomed a baby in 2021. From Hollywood A-listers and royals to our favourite Aussies ...
Hello, baby: Meet all the celebrity babies born in 2021
From nature and literature to sexuality, Jeanette Winterson has long tackled matters of substance in her work. Here's how to get into it.
Where to start reading Jeanette Winterson's books
When I decided to propose a special edition of Ilha do Desterro with Life Writing as a theme, I knew straight away I would have to try to interview Roy Foster and Hermione Lee to end the volume at the ...
THE DISCIPLINE OF LIFE WRITING: TWO ARCH-BIOGRAPHERS REFLECT ON THEIR CAREERS
But after publishing three titles within three years I planned a book break of about three months, fearing burnout and fancying sleep before three in the morning. But after a week of inactivity I ...
Dreaming Freddy’s nightmares: my dream book about Nightmare on Elm Street
However, unlike most movies, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off (1986) hints that the viewer will be most intrigued by the character the movie is named after Ferris Bueller. Intending to make one last duck-out ...
ferris bueller's day off script slug
WE'VE uploaded 20 of the top entrants to our Sunday National Yessay competition in this section of our website.
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